
 

 
Background Information for Discussion of “Looking Forward for Biomonitoring California” 

March 2017 SGP Meeting 

Discussion question - Given limited resources, what should be the main priorities of Biomonitoring California going 

forward?  Discussants can address the following types of topics, and/or other priorities on which they wish to 

comment: 

 Priority analytes and/or non-targeted screening methods 

 Priority geographical regions in California for the Multi-Regional Study1 

 Priority sensitive populations or impacted communities 

 Collaborations to pursue 

Previous discussion on “Looking Forward for Biomonitoring California” at the March 2011 SGP meeting2: 

March 2011 discussion questions   

Summary of March 2011 SGP input and recommendations (includes a summary of the “Looking Forward” 
discussion, starting on page 5) 

Summaries of SGP input and recommendations since the March 2011 discussion: 

November 2011 SGP meeting2:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 11/2011 

March 2012 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 3/2012  

July 2012 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 7/2012  

November 2012 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 11/2012  

April 2013 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 4/2013 

August 2013 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 8/2013 

November 2013 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 11/2013 

March 2014 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 3/2014 

July 2014 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 7/2014 

November 2014 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 11/2014 

March 2015 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 3/2015 

July 2015 SGP meeting: Summary of SGP input and recommendations 7/2015 

November 2015 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 11/2015 

March 2016 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 3/2016 

July 2016 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 7/2016 

November 2016 SGP meeting:  Summary of SGP input and recommendations 11/2016 (pending) 

                                                           
1 Los Angeles County is planned as the first region, with recruitment and sampling to be launched in 2017-2018.  See 
the November 2016 Program Update presentation (slides 13 to 16) for some information on the Multi-Regional Study.  
2 Click on each SGP meeting link to view the complete meeting materials, including the full agenda, presentations 

given, documents developed for that meeting, and the meeting transcript. 
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